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Based off of your selections, please take a moment to add any notes or ideas you would like us to 
consider. We are especially interested to hear about feature combinations, coping preferences, 
skateable art ideas, and dimensions of your choice features. Identify the elements you are referring to 
when adding notes.

A mini area for the begginers.

Mini drop in , pools , and separate area for the wide age variant.

A pyramid like Anderson skatepark would be awesome. I think 90% of the ledges should be at least a tall enough 
for bmx. I totally get that there should be shorter ledges for newer skaters to learn on. For quarters, I think the 
transitions should not be short and steep. I think the bowl at Willard park has fairly decent transition.

A long hilly and curvy path/loop meant for just riding and going fast.

I like having space to speed up and really send a feature. Something that can be hit slow and or techy but also 
space for big speed and large tricks.

Scooter stuff! I ride skateboards alot but i also ride scooters. so if it could be a mixture of both that would be 
awesome.

I’d love to see linkable transitions like the Louisville skatepark. Green castle has a nice bowl, but the Columbus park 
bowl transitions are way too tight. Nashville also has a fun bowl. I don’t skate but there would definitely be a need 
for smaller ledges, rails, and stairs. Martinsville has always been a Bmx town, but the younger generation has been 
showing more interest in skating. I’d love to help anyway I can. Thanks

For sure a pump track.

The area has a lot of skating potential but lacks any accessible skate shops that offer quality boards and skating 
accessories. Most locals who skate in martinsville already travel down to bloomington to skate at switchyard and 
shop at either Rhetts or Zumies. Keeping this in mind having a beginner friendly course may be a better option 
for the area. I love all the work that you guys do and can’t wait to see what you guys can do for this town! -Ayden 
Drake Parker

Please make the bowl a minimum of 8’ deep.

I think it would be really cool to put like some space graffiti or like a cool paint job at like the bottom of the bowls 
or like the side of them or on a wall ride or something i feel like the more color the cooler it’ll be and i know a lot 
of people would agree.

Coping should be 2 3/8’s steel pipe, martinsville letter M could be a nice grind/ manual pad.

A kids area to keep them out of the way of getting hurt but still include them

YOUR INPUT (PART 1)
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Previously mentioned a stair gap in my notes. I think a huge 12 stair would be awesome, but not exactly geared 
towards all ages and I expect the park to attract lots of different age and skill levels. A 6 stair gap is probably a 
happy medium that isn’t too big to scare away anyone but also good for learning on.

Marble flat ledge would be awesome

I’m kind of all over the place here. Not many big bowls locally I think Bloomington has one that is skate only. More 
flow stuff will bring out the most people.

No transition. The survey doesn’t let a respondent answer less than 40%.

Add color to the concrete. I enjoy the orange/grey layout from the examples.

Really just want to see a place for all skill levels that can ride whatever they choose at any skill level to enjoy and 
become a better rider/skater and make great friends in a safe and fun environment.

Mini ramps

I would like flat areas for roller skaters or beginners on boards. Maybe a flat skating perimeter or area the size of 2 
tennis courts

I think we should make sure we are different from other nearby skateparks like switchyard, because it will act tact 
more skaters from other areas.

Half pipes please to pump back and forth doesn’t need to be a 6 foot drop in but bowls and half pipes are 
everything important in a skate park.

I would like to see more box style jumps.

Sea monster rail for skatable art

I think a good idea would be adding a beginner section. Small pyramid and banks so little ones can be apart of 
the atmosphere but also out of harm’s way from flying boards/bikes and bigger people. Seen some pretty bad 
collisions from just little ones enjoying the day and not really knowing to look both ways.

The most important thing I can think of is how to incorporate multiple features in a small space without taking up 
the whole are and reducing flow. Things like manny pad rail combos are great for this. While places to play skate 
are great, we have so many parking lots and such to do so else where so I don’t believe that much flat ground is 
super mandatory. Some design feature I recommend would be some blue and red accents all around the park, 
maybe even some Ms or other martinsville emblems to establish town pride. I also add that a bowl with a mini 
ramp built in would be amazing at conserving space so that both are not needed to be added in.

Mini half pipe for the newbies that’s to the side so they are comfortable. Everybody has been saying a pump track 

YOUR INPUT (PART 1 CONT.)
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around the park so if it’s within price range we would love it!

I think areas closer to the entrance should contain more flat features, and other areas that cater to younger kids 
and beginners.

Deep and steep.

Please just make some kind of a rezy for fly out tricks.

A bank approximately 6 ft. High leading to a dual staircase. One side of the staircase being about 5 ft. High with 6 
or 7 stairs and the other staircase being about 3 ft. High with about 4 or 5 stairs and a flat rail on the shorter side 
that is about 3 inches in width and on the bigger staircase a round rail about 2 to 3 inches in diameter. The shorter 
staircase could lead to a flat section with a manual pad/rails.

A nice mellow quarter pipe section for all skill levels to practice transition. Almost snake run like in layout would be 
cool.

I just want a new park I don’t care what’s in it.

I like traditional coping not pool coping but it doesn’t matter to much I like a nice spot for airouts to a flat area just 
to practice and I also like banks to flats.

I would like to see some 3 stairs and some 4 stairs added to the park along with some banks to ollie off of/over and 
domes gaps to ollie over.

I’d love to see some kind of awning/seating area so that spectators or riders who are taking a break are not sitting 
within the skatepark. Love all of the street components but one thing I will say is that the extra pump or rollers 
that are put in the bowls slow riders down more than help add speed (for instance the bowl at switch yard has a 
roller inside the back portion of the bowl that really is not needed). Also, if we could get some taller flat ledges for 
the more experienced skaters/riders that would be great. I personally love the short long flat ledges at greenwood 
and switchyard but the older more experienced skaters/riders get burnt out on the small stuff. Thank you for all 
that you guys do!!! We appreciate you so much <3 Hannah Jeane <3

The skaters are most of the population here but there are also people who ride bmx like me so some type of box 
jumps or a jump line would be awesome.

Make sure the coping isn’t too small, big, protrudes too much or is too recessed. It completely ruins ramps. Use 
Standard proven radii for ramps. Look at the whistler skatepark, especially the west side. It’s the best in north 
America.

YOUR INPUT (PART 1 CONT.)
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Preferably areas that are in a pool type design. Just traditional skate park themes with a creative art and colorful 
murals etc.

Brick ledges and square rails off manny pads

A cool art piece for the park could be an orange cat standing in the middle of the park that people can do tricks 
over on flat ground.

A mixture of street and park would benefit every1 in this area.

I love round rails, and I love obstacles that are smaller and more accessible. As far as coping, the feeling of etched, 
metal coping is pretty awesome. Open spaces for lines are also fun, and I personally like when lines don’t intersect 
in skateparks- I find that multiple lanes for skating (with just one or two people skating at a time) work better for 
traffic in a park than multiple, intersecting lanes, if that makes sense. Finally, the yellow, slightly rounded, painted 
yellow curb at Willard? That should be everywhere. That thing’s shape is incredible, the height is perfect. I only 
kinda wish it was wider, just so boardslide/lipslide tricks could be popped over to the other side (a La Brian Lotti).

YOUR INPUT (PART 1 CONT.)
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Use this space to provide any additional comments you would like to share. Feel free to email 
sketches and picture references to info@hungerskateparks.com or message/tag us on Instagram.

Rails & Stairs

Southview Drive is ideal place to put this skatepark.

I think a viewing area is great to have and features that all skill levels can enjoy.

Keep up the good work!!

Do it right, quality park, attendant on duty, well-lit, etc and it will go good!

It needs to be in a very visible place to prevent vandalism. Security cameras would be good, too.

The skatepark needs to provide a place for parents or others to sit and watch/wait. Should blend aesthetically in 
the surrounding area.

Martinsville needs to advance in their activities for kids and community members. I’m tired of driving out of town.
For beginner children, it would be nice to have classes that help teach the basics!

If we could coordinate some sail shade canopies with the new downtown music venue it would really tie in the 
parks in Martinsville.

I would like to see the area has lots of lighting because during daylight savings time it gets dark early. Also please 
consider installing security cameras at the beginning that go to the parks department to try and prevent any type 
of vandalism.

I would make it family friendly. Alot of younger kids also skate and alot also need parental supervision so having a 
place/s for parents to hangout would be nice.

Some shade in the summer time would be awesome

Thank you so much!!

I believe this is a great opportunity for Martinsville to step up and show our youth (and young adults) by 
supporting this Skatepark project..

Kid need this to have a place to go and it need adult supervision at all time and rules through will be inforcedw
Please provide an area for observers (parents etc..) to sit and watch with shade.

Location needs to be open , visible, accessible and supervised to avoid it becoming a gathering place for illicit 
activities.

YOUR INPUT (PART 2)
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Anything for our youth to have something to do

Outdoor concerts, food trucks, skater swap meets, live tutorials or training by more advanced skaters, no gender 
bias for skaters

Make sure it is watched carefully... cameras? I’m scared of kids getting hurt or vandalism.

Is there going to be restrooms, concession stands, bleachers, and memberships offered? Just wondering no big 
deal if not. I’m so excited about this CANT WAIT!!!!!

No additional comments, I just think it’s dope as hell

This has been something that the community has been needing for a while. A space for kids and adults alike to do 
something fun. I’d rather see someone using a designated area rather than riding through the streets and getting 
in trouble for being on someone’s property.

I really believe if there was something for the children and community to do other then go out to eat in and have 
other places to go and do we might have a healthier environment. I’m not saying going out to eat is bad, we 
just have to go out of town for other forms of entertainment. Of course not all of us skate/skateboard but other 
resources like movies, mini golf, frisbee golf, senior activities, etc. would possibly keep revenue in our town and 
not in someone else’s pocket.

Please do not put a light pole in the park like you did at switchyard lol

I think it’s a good idea, the kids need something to do in Martinsville

This is so badly needed

I drive to Plainfield 3 times a week in the evenings and there are always a ton of kids at their skate park. I think it’s 
a wonderful idea. Make bikes allowed also.

I think it would be great to include a lap of pathway with a lot of ups and downs for little kids to enjoy riding 
scooters and balance bikes on.

I think maybe a food truck/snack bar at least on the weekends would be nice. And trash cans nearby!

I would like to see very clear rules and expectations of how this is to be used. I would also like to see proper 
oversight of the park.

YOUR INPUT (PART 2 CONT.)
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One possiblity is a walking path for walkers around the perimeter of the park (to reduce chances of traffic 
colliding), and/or garden features for any spaces that need to introduce shade, break up reflective surfaces, or 
soak up water to reduce wear on concrete, possibly using native plants that suit the location (ie if the location 
ends up in a prairie vs something more forested) to reduce the need for additional landscaping and water. I 
liked this approach in Bloomington, and it makes sense in keeping things sustainable while also friendly to the 
environment.

Shade, sidewalks benches and picnic tables would be an asset! Lots of trash cans

I love seeing the community making things for kids to do. A safe place for kids to skate other then the worry of the 
streets.

Thank you for taking this on!

I believe a skate park would be a great addition to our community, provided it was properly maintained and 
utilized. It needs to be accessible to all income levels, well lit, and properly cleaned and maintained.

My daughter...now 30yrs old...was a skateboarder and would have Loved to be able to have something like this in 
her day !! Actually she has said she will go to it When it gets approved and take her daughter and teach her !! Our 
city has Nothing for kids to go to and this could be a joy for all to use ! Adults could enjoy sitting and watching the 
kids as well. Would be a Great Plus for Our Community. Thank You

Bikes, skates, and boards should be accommodated.

Y’all do great work, thank you so much for building all these incredible parks in my state!

I’d like to see programming that introduces the sport with safety classes, and family friendly training to help 
parents know how to work with their children safely. There needs to be some kind of staff or set up that allows 
children and teens to skate, but also enforcing kindness and safety. Signs don’t work. It needs to be people. People 
with appropriate leadership skills to ensure that the area remains drug free and safe for all.

I fully support, and love the idea of having a skatepark here in my hometown!! It will be a wonderful addition 
to our community! Anything that allows our kids to get out, stay active and plugged into things, other than 
electronics and bad activities, is a positive in my eyes, and many others. I am so happy to see this happening and 
look forward to it, and my kids aren’t into skating..JUST YET THAT IS!

I think this is a fantastic idea!

Now more than ever we need to create stuff for kids to do. Get them off there phones. It would be great to see 
a park partially built under a pavilion due to the weather in our area. I recently took a trip to Corpus Christi Texas 
and was blown away by how many skate parks where in the area. But also noticed that almost all of the Basketball 
courts where in pavilions. I feel they should have done the same with the skate parks. It just makes sense.
Can’t wait to see it come together!

YOUR INPUT (PART 2 CONT.)
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Martinsville NEEDS a skatepark.
Can the transitions be less steep than Brown County?

Martinsville in general has needed something like this for a long time for youth and even adults. This would be a 
great place to spend more time outdoors more time with family and friends doing something fun, and it would 
even keep revenue inside the city of Martinsville because families who skate and do things like this have to go 
outside of Martinsville and when they travel like that, they are eating, etc. that means -spending money ..and 
that money can stay inside of Martinsville ,so it’s also a great decision financially as well as a great benefit for the 
community … let’s get this done!!

Transitions that aren’t too steep.

I think this is really awesome and I’m excited to be able to enjoy the future space! Possibly even a small skate 
repair shop would be really kicking!

Have the skatepark accessible.

I love all of the ideas i really think this town need this so thank you.

I think it needs to be monitored with cameras. I wouldn’t trust the young people in this town to not vandalize the 
property.

It would be awesome to have a beginner skating area where there are some kind of mats to soften the falls of 
learning

This is a great opportunity to develop a park that allows kids a physical outlet. Too many youngsters are sucking 
their lives away in front of a screen. Give them something interesting to them, and we will have a healthier 
community both physically and mentally.

If Hunger doesn’t build this park I don’t really care to have it... Love you guys.

As a mother of 4 children, I would like to see a skate park for all ages.

Affordable or free

If we had a park, I would immediately start teaching my 2 year old to skate!

Love that you are looking to provide more for our youth!

I’m so glad for the younger generations to have this!!

This would be an amazing attribute for our community.

I’m loving the progress and I’m excited for the next meeting. I’m not to worked about the design because I’m sure 
it’ll be great!

YOUR INPUT (PART 2 CONT.)
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Please leave a comment for the city letting them know why this skatepark is important and 
what it would mean to you. Thanks!

Can’t wait for the skatepark to be built!

Would love to see this happen!

It will provide a space for outdoor activities for the community.

According to Ball State economist Michael Hicks, “No successful place in America is today focused on attracting 
businesses. The successful places focus on attracting people.” To attract young families to Martinsville, the city 
needs to offer these type of amenities like a skate park. If not, these families will choose another town like Franklin 
or Greenwood.

There are tons of skaters in mooresville/ martinsville area wanting a park and tired of going to franklin or 
downtown indy . So, this would be very nice.

I think the skate park is very important to the community. I believe we’ve been trying to get something like this for 
over 20 years. I’m glad it’s finally being seriously talked about and it’s something that the kids need in this town.
Skateboarding is a positive, constructive activity that requires courage, skill, determination and grit. Having a place 
for these qualities to be instilled and developed will only enhance the quality of life in Martinsville, for young and 
old alike.

Skatepark is important for the kids and adults who enjoy the sport. Any friends my son has made was thought 
skateboarding. He’s taught other kids and family members, including adults, to skate. I want a good hunger park in 
Martinsville for my next friend’s son and other kiddos.

A skatepark will advance our city and increase quality of life! Thank you for your support and for believing in this 
project alongside the community!

There is nothing left in our town for young kids and teenagers! No movies, no skating rink, no bowling alley, no 
arcades, absolutely nothing except for the park pool in the summer. Then it cost a small fortune to swim!
It’s important for young people in the community to have someplace to go and have fun besides a city park. I 
believe the skate park is needed for these children who are past the playground stage?

You’ve invested adequately in playgrounds and tennis courts. It’s time to do something for people who have 
interests in other activities.

I’m not involved with skating. But, I think we need something in our community for children to do. There is nothing 
in this town for anyone to do, let alone the kids. Great idea!! Hope it all works out.

Our kids are going to other towns to skate. This will keep them here and possibly bring others here, which is better 
for our community.

YOUR INPUT (PART 3)
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I’ve always had to adventure out to other towns for parks. Having one in town has always been a want. 
Martinsville has ungraded the park by adding the exercise and pickle ball courts. Why not bring another form of 
expression and exercise as that of a skate park? It would be amazing to see and enjoy.

Martinsville needs to invest in its youth, or expect them to just move away when they become adults. If you want 
families to stay, then give them reasons to want to. This is a huge start and a step forward.

This is an old folks community; let’s give our young people more activities.

Great for all the kids and community that chase them off their sidewalks and parking lots

Skateparks in Indiana are few and far between.

Great place for kids to go outside and do something creative and productive.

We need to skate park to get the youth outside, exercising, and hanging out in a productive way. There is nothing 
for youth to do in Martinsville and a skate park would be a huge asset to our community

The skatepark would be one place for kids of all ages to practice a healthy hobby!

The girls bmx scene is rapidly growing (as I know the girls skate scene is as well). Skateparks help give us a place to 
practice, meet other riders/skaters (no matter their age or demographic), and create a safe community space for 
us to grow and flourish. Having yet another place in Indiana for us to connect and grow with other female action 
sports individuals is critical to the growth of our sports, our community, and most importantly, our confidence in 
feeling like we have a place that accepts us for who we are. Thank you for considering this in Martinsville, I would 
definitely love to help contribute in any way I could and am so excited to see what is to come!

This skatepark will give the youth a safe place to skate.

This will be incredible for our community!

I’m very excited to see that a skatepark is being seriously considered! Our kids need things to do and safe spaces 
to hang out.

Just do it for the kids. We need fun physical stuff for the kids. Thank you.

A skatepark would be beneficial to Martinsville, as there is nothing really for kids/teens to do.

It is important because I feel like the kids need something to do in this town and it will give them something to 
look forward to do on weekends

YOUR INPUT (PART 3 CONT.)
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I live in ca. if I’m in the area, it would be fun to skate.

I feel the skaters and bmxers need a place to skate and ride. A skatepark would keep the kids from skating and 
biking around business and the courthouse. I also feel it would give kids a place to hangout instead of roaming the 
streets being up to no good.

The Skatepark is an amazing idea for our community. There are very limited options for our youth in this city. It 
would be a great way for kids to meet, be outside and be in a safe environment instead of being forced to ride in 
our busy streets that are usually under construction or trespass.

This skate park is important to give kids a place to express their creativity and individuality in a healthy and 
productive manner as well as providing great exercise. Another benefit of a skate park is that the skaters and 
their families often support local businesses which could definitely help increase revenue to the local area. While 
skating it’s incredibly common to purchase food and drinks which would help some of our local restaurants and 
even places like gas stations sell more product. If the skate park proves a big enough draw, people will travel from 
not only the surrounding counties but from around the state and surrounding states to skate, especially if it has 
features that aren’t found elsewhere. This could help not only local restaurants but also local hotels we have here 
and might even encourage the opening of other businesses like skateboard shops. Another benefit I can think of is 
skateboarding competitions which are a large draw for skaters and their families. These competitions could offer 
support for local charities and underprivileged families in the area by way if the prizes offered. Lastly, while I was 
growing up, skateboarding was a way to escape the prevalence of drugs and violence that tends be be a big draw 
to youths by giving them a creative outlet and a support system that may be hard to come by elsewhere. That 
harkens back to the providing support to local charities I mentioned above. Places like the manna mission and food 
banks in the area and places that provide assistance to domestic violence victims.

This skate park is important for the community because it gives kids, teens, and adults the opportunity and 
choice to be active and outdoors. This gives the community something to do. It gives skaters and riders a safe and 
welcoming place to enjoy their passion, instead of skating or riding in vacant parking lots, under or on some of the 
town’s bridges, or even on private property that has a couple barriers or ramps, which could get them into trouble.

I can’t wait for this skate park because it will give my brother and his friends a great and safe hangout spot.

In my experience working with teens, skateparks provide a great place for them to create a community. Skate 
parks also give a place for people to gather informally with purpose; there are not a lot of spaces that are 
dedicated to that in our communities.

The skatepark would offer an outlet for kids and young adults alike. With the drug epidemic hitting Morgan County 
hard it’s important to have access to things that offer a healthy alternative. Skateboarding can be great for physical 
fitness as well keeping our kids and young adults healthy.

This will provide another activity and exercise option for people on our area.

YOUR INPUT (PART 3 CONT.)
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Something healthy for our kids to do.

Everyone knows the youth in the area need more recreational resources.

A skate park would be a great addition to our community for kids and anyone wanting to skateboard.

It would give my child a place to learn skateboarding!

As someone that grew up in Martinsville and is currently raising children here I’d love to have something like this 
available for my kids here!

The Skate park will become a destination for families from around central Indiana. Having good access from 
interstate and a close proximity to area businesses it becomes a win, win for skaters, families and our community. 

Planning for a future park around the skate park is essential, this keeps are park system growing which is a area 
Martinsville lags behind compared to our surrounding communities and counties.

This town Is filled with nothing but drugs for kids these days. I grew up in a skatepark and it kept me out of 
trouble. Now with children of my own I’d like them to be able to enjoy the same things. Not to mention they 
shutdown the bowling alley so there’s nothing to in this town but get high. Do better for the kids.

This would be a great addition for kids to have a legal place to skate. Where they can stay out trouble while getting 
outside and socialize.

To give kids a place to hangout.

I think it is a great idea, something that has been needed for awhile for youth.

I believe this skatepark to be important because it’d give kids something to do other than crack.

To give our kids something to do and keep them active

We need more activities for kids in this town. I have felt we needed a skate park for a long time. If you don’t want 
them on the sidewalks or around the businesses in town, then they need an area. I’m not even a skate and I don’t 
have kids but they’re is nothing for the youth to do in this town and that only leads to trouble.

More activities for kids, teens, young adults, is a necessity in Martinsville.

Honestly, I hope this can be part of an even bigger park with green space, dog park space, etc

Right now a lot of the skaters hang out at the high school after hours and skate around the city so it would be 
really nice to have somewhere else to go.

YOUR INPUT (PART 3 CONT.)
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I support all youth activities and this would allow those who don’t “play sports” to have an area to work on their 
sport and know the community supports them.

This would be a tremendous venue for the youngsters of Morgan County!

This would be a wonderful addition to our town. It gives our youth something to do in a safe & legal way.

The skatepark is important for our young family to continue to love Martinsville as our kids eventually turn into 
teenagers and will need something that doesn’t revolve around drugs or alcohol.

Great place to build community.

This skatepark is important because it will give youth in Morgan county a positive outlet for exercise, creativity 
and community building. It will also bring people from the surrounding area into martinsville and help the local 
economy.

This is going to be an awesome addition to our town.Kids of all ages can enjoy a skatepark.

Families and young adults/teens need a healthy outlet to get outside and move their body.

Skating has kept me physically active, making friends, and out of trouble for the better part of three years now. 
The only time my friends and I get into trouble is when we are kicked out of places for skating there. A park would 
give us all a safe haven and sanctuary for friendship and skating for years on end. Personally I would spend hours 
every single day at our skatepark getting better and battling myself to see how good I can truly become at my 
favorite hobby and lifestyle.

My daughter is just learning to ride. I would love a place to take her & ride with other friends. She is an Honor Roll 
student & in NHS.

I wish you the best, I will 100% support!

My son and daughter love to skate and need a place to skate!

This skatepark gives kids a place to skate that is made for them. It will keep families in Martinsville, to grab a snack 
or meal after skating. We used to drive to Bloomington or Plainfield for our son and his friends to have a place to 
skate. Those towns always got our money for snacks and meals.

The skatepark is also showing these kids that prefer to skate vs other team sports that they matter to the 
community also and the city wants to support them.
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Martinsville city council,

With skateboarding being introduced into the Olympics this is a wonderful opportunity to develop recognition 
as a prime training area for not only casual skaters but also for aspiring athletes. I hope that this project gets the 
funding and care it deserves and helps join in with the reversal of stigmatization that has been unfairly cast on 
skaters in popular culture.

Thank you for starting the ball rolling on this glorious project!

My brother is an avid skateboarder and he is always begging us to take him out to a skatepark somewhere, so it’ll 
be nice to have one in our hometown where he can go wherever he wants. It’s also a good way to get more kids to 
go outside and engage in both physical activity as well as meeting other people and expanding their social skills in 
ways that would be harder to fill otherwise. And who knows, maybe I’ll get over my fear and try skating too if we 
have a safe space in my hometown :)

let us free. let us ride. let us fly.

I love this idea! I have three girls, two dancers and one athlete. My athlete also loves to skate of all types but 
nowhere around our home due to being in the country and concrete. It would be a bonus to have a safe place for 
to enjoy skateboarding in town!

The only places there really are to skate are parking lots, which are often riddled with rocks and other small debris 
which can get caught in wheels and cause wrecks. having a designated space like this would be awesome and so 
good for the younger crowd to have a space to be active and have fun

Our community needs more recreational things to do for families. We need affordable amenities to draw families 
to Martinsville.

While martinsville is a lovely town to live in. For years the city has struggled with activities for citizens to 
participate in. Troubled youth has been a common topic among Facebook groups and town chatter as long as I 
have been alive, and I think this is an opportunity for the youth to latch onto a hobby other than team sports at 
school while giving them something productive to do and learn!

This skatepark is important to me because I have always had to travel a distance to visit a nice skatepark so I am 
excited to see the turnout for this one! I also skate a lot with my little sister so we will be visiting often if we both 
enjoy the layout.

Im 41 and grew up in Martinsville. We have never had somewhere to officially and safely skate in our town. I now 
have two sons who skate. We live in the country, it would be awesome to have a designated concrete area to go 
to. I feel the skate park could also boost community morale. It may even aid in squashing the notion that there’s 
nothing to do in our town. This could have a huge positive impact on the community.
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This is not something I will take part in....but as a community person I believe it is long overdue...not everyone 
plays baseball, football and basketball...but I have found out there is a large population that skateboard!

It would be a great addition to the town and a great spot for kids to hang out at.

The kids need a safe and fun place to become better at whatever they ride and make new friends. Ultimately a 
safe place to get them off their phones and outside enjoying what they love!

I travel to Ollie’s in KY to skate vertical, and the Louisville extreme park, Please add a flow bowl and a vertical 
ramp!!

Would provide a safe and controlled environment instead of streets, parking lots and sidewalks.

Our kids need more to do in the community! We often see the kids gathered at the basketball court but many kids 
enjoy other activities and deserve to have access to those within our community!

Skating is a physical activity that gets kids outside and around other people. It’s that simple.

This Skatepark needs to be here for the kids and adults who love the sport.

The skate park would be a nice addition but we also need better/updated facilities for youth baseball and soccer. 
The surrounding communities put us to shame!

Having a safe gathering spot for teens and older kids would be wonderful for this town, especially if it’s free. I 
would have loved something like this when I was growing up.

As a skater we have been complained to a lot by companies for skating in the spots we normally skate at. It would 
be kind of nice to have a spot to skate that we won’t be afraid of the cops being called on us and like a safe space 
for us.

I think this is a great opportunity for the city to support and promote young people’s ability to have an outdoor 
and healthy past time hobby that would be safe for everyone.

It will give kids and families another option of something to do in our wonderful community.
Gives skater kids a place they belong.

With very limited options currently for people, this would be a great asset to our community

The skate park is important because us skaters don’t really have any where close to us to skate without having to 
drive 30 mins to be able to skate and we don’t have any in town to really skate.
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Martinsville needs more opportunities for recreation and self improvement. I understand some are concerned 
with a skatepark attracting criminal activity. I think it can be the opposite if we invest our resources and time in the 
skatepark, and make it a place of positive influence.

This skate park is important for our community because our children need something to do. This maybe a way for 
kids to pick up a new interest.

I am a parent of teenagers; I also grew up here. The kids need some fun activities available to them. Also, this 
something that requires physical activity, not just sitting around on their phones. I think this is a wonderful idea 
and I hope it is completed soon. Thank you for valuing our children.

I think this is amazing so happy to hear about it. I feel it’s moving in the right direction for our youth! I’m beyond 
proud of Martinsville and the growth as well as time and hard work that has been put into making this a better 
place THANK YOU!!!!!
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